REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM

Remote Witness is a feature rich application
that enables you to remotely access and
witness test data for single or multiple
systems via any web browser.
Imagine witnessing the status of your application test from
the comfort of your home, while waiting to board your next
flight at the airport, or from the beach at your favorite
vacation spot. Imagine no more! The new Remote Witness
application from Data Science Automation (DSA) allows users
to do all this and more. By monitoring your applications or
systems remotely, you’ll save time, energy, and money.
Remote Witness is a published, feature-rich application
that leverages DSA’s experience with remote solutions for
displaying and streaming test data and video. You now have
the ability to create an interactive, virtualized client-presence
experience without having to travel to the project site.

Features & Benefits
 Remotely interact with applications, systems, and customers
 Capture video streams of realtime test data
 Witness live data
 View recorded data
 Secure login and authentication
 Cross platform configuration
 Respond faster to potential issues
 Internet or Intranet access
capability
 Reduce travel time and
associated costs

We are Automating and Educating the World’s Leading Companies.

Remote Communications Across Multiple Platforms

How Our Application Works.
DSA’s Remote Witness has the
ability to remotely interact with
systems and multiple customers
simultaneously. Remote Witness
software runs on a Windows®
Server with SQL Server database.
The application also runs on multiple devices including desktop and
laptop computers, iPads, iPhones,
and Androids making it even
easier to witness tests remotely.
The basic framework of our application integrates with either a
single data acquisition system or
multiple ones that are running on
the customers network. The data
acquisition systems can be in a
variety of locations throughout a
facility or can be centralized. The
data that is acquired from the
systems is fed back to a centralized easy-to-access database or
data storage location. Utilizing
National Instruments® LabVIEW
Web Service and DSAs application
logic and intelligence, Remote
Witness can securely access the
data which is then fed back to a
client-side JavaScript that the
customer can interact with.

Although it is platform independent, Remote Witness utilizes
tracking markers to authenticate
users. What that means is if the
end-user has their device browser
set to not accept tracking
capabilities, they will not be able
to login to the system.

However, Remote Witness is fully
customizable, which enables the
user to set specific parameters
based on their viewing device as
to the data they would like to
witness.
For more than twenty years, clients have relied on Data Science
Automation to help them respond
faster and more efficiently to potential system integration issues.
Remote Witness is a next generation of products that is helping us
educate and automate the world’s
leading companies.

Additionally, depending on the
device being used, such as a mobile phone, there may be bandwidth limitations to the amount
and type of data that can be
remotely witnessed.
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Increasing productivity while reducing total cost of ownership is just a phone call away. Data Science
Automation is a premier automation systems integrator with the technical expertise and experience to design,
control, test, and adapt a solution that fits your needs today, tomorrow, and in the future.
To learn more visit www.DSAutomation.com or call now and close the loop 724.942.6330.
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